TEXT: James 4:1-2 “From whence come wars and fightings among you..., ye lust..., ye kill..., and ye have not”

Problems in the church are cause by people in the church.

Members that are guilty of :

1. **Loose** Tongue ................................ James 3:5-6

2. **Looking** back with no Vision for the Future ........Phil. 3:13-14
   Luke 17:32..................................Remember Lot’s wife
   Prov. 29:18 ...........................................You must have a vision

3. **Listening** to wrong people .........................Prov. 14:7
   11 Tim. 2:23, Titus 3:9
   **Remember:**
   A person that will gossip to you will gossip about you.
   A gossiper eats you while you are alive, and
   A buzzard eats you when you are dead.
   A critic thinks he speak for everybody.
   Two bullfrogs can sound like a 100.

4. **Leaving** real sacrifices to other people..............Luke 9:23
   *We have a strong preference for things that require little effort and sacrifice.
   *We refrain from giving ourselves wholeheartedly to finances, singing, praying, reading, or serving. 1 Cor. 9:7-18

5. **Leaning** on professionals ..........Rom. 14:12 and Gal. 6:4

What is the solution? Hard work, Total commitment, Personal involvement, and Genuine sacrifice.
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